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Follow-up report
Overview of evaluation
In response to a request by the chairs of the Senate and House
resources and environment committees, our 2014 report
addressed two approaches to water quality programs that were
particularly important to many stakeholders in Idaho: revising
water quality standards and implementing water quality trading.
Specifically, the report identified impediments to revising water
quality standards through conducting use attainability analyses
and implementing a program for pollutant trading in Idaho.

954 W. Jefferson St.
Boise, ID 83702
Ph. 208.332.1470
legislature.idaho.gov/ope/

The overall goal of our study was to provide policymakers with
information about water quality programs in Idaho and possible
areas where improvements were possible. The report highlighted
the challenges Idaho stakeholders faced in addressing water
quality standards and answered the following questions:
How were designated uses for surface waters determined and
revised?
When revising water quality standards, how were use
attainability analyses developed and what was the approval
process?
What conditions were necessary to establish sustainable
pollutant trading programs in Idaho?
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In order to revise or remove standards for water bodies that
appear to have inappropriate designated uses, states use a
process called a use attainability analysis (UAA). UAAs require
states to present data on whether the standards assigned to a
water body are appropriate. Designed to have an extremely high
threshold, a UAA must demonstrate the need to revise standards.
High thresholds can result in UAAs that are expensive and timeconsuming. Stakeholders play an important role in the UAA
decision-making processes. However, the lack of clear state
guidance presented challenges for stakeholders (1) to determine
when UAAs were the best way to proceed and (2) to prepare
UAAs that met EPA expectations.
Over the past 20 years, Idaho submitted six UAA-based revisions
to standards for EPA review. Although any entity could conduct a
UAA, the department conducted five of the six submitted. When
considering revisions to water quality standards, the department
has indicated its predisposition is to act conservatively. Of the
resources dedicated to water quality standards, the department
chose to focus its limited resources on standards where natural
conditions appeared to prevent attainment of the use. The
department has been relatively successful in receiving EPA
approval. The EPA approved removal or revision of uses for five
of the six UAAs, more than all UAAs submitted by other states in
EPA Region 10 combined.
States can most effectively use their authority by ensuring that
water bodies have properly designated uses and criteria. When
correct uses are designated by the state, the most appropriate
criteria can be applied to the water body, ensuring that any
regulatory limitations are appropriate and standards will support
the best uses attainable. In our 2014 report, we recommended
the department complete its UAA guidance document intended
to help stakeholders navigate the process.

Water quality trading
Sometimes referred to as pollutant trading, water quality trading
is a market-based alternative to meeting water quality
requirements. In its most basic form, water quality trading
involves an exchange between two dischargers—one (the credit
purchaser) paying the other (the credit producer) to reduce
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pollutant discharge. In turn, the discharger who reduces
pollutants satisfies the paying discharger’s permit requirements.
Variations in regulatory requirements and pollutant control
options pose substantially different costs for dischargers trying to
achieve similar levels of pollution control in the same watershed.
Cost and regulatory differences among dischargers form the basis
for trading. Trading is not a substitute for traditional regulatory
programs but rather serves as a supplement to total maximum
daily loads (TMDL) and discharge permits by providing flexibility
through a market-based approach.
Trading is not always an appropriate or useful option in all parts
of Idaho. For example, stakeholders developing a TMDL on the
Lower Boise River were actively laying the groundwork for
trading to become a viable solution to address water quality
needs. In contrast, stakeholders in other parts of the state voiced
mixed support for trading as a viable option for improving water
quality in their area.

Assessment of status
We assessed the status of recommendations within three categories:
Complete: Measurable steps have been taken to meet
the intent, or an approach that diverged from the
recommendation has been taken to meet the intent.



In process: Measurable steps have been taken that
begins to meet the intent.

No change: No measureable steps have been taken to
meet the intent.
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Agency response
Our review of implementation efforts found that the Department
of Environmental Quality has made significant progress toward
implementing our recommendation. Completion of the
recommendation is in process.

Revising water quality standards


Since the release
of our 2014
report, the
department has
made progress
on several of the
preconditions for
water quality
trading.
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Recommendation: To help Idaho’s stakeholders determine
when and how a UAA should be conducted and focus resources
on projects where a revision to the standards can be documented
and justified, we recommend that the department complete its
UAA guidance document.
Status: In process.
During the 2016 legislative session, legislative committees
approved rule changes proposed by the department. Adding
Idaho Code and Clean Water Act language into rule allowed the
department to move forward with completion of its UAA
guidance. With the necessary rule in place, the department will
complete and issue its UAA guidance for public comment later
this year and finalize the guidance following consideration of
comments received.

Water quality trading
We did not make any recommendation about water quality
trading, but we identified several preconditions that Idaho needed
to complete before trading could move forward. Exhibit 1
describes some of the most important preconditions. Since the
release of our 2014 report, the department has made progress on
several of the preconditions.
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Exhibit 1

Before trading can move forward, Idaho needs to complete several
preconditions.
Precondition

Explanation

Idaho status

Trading
framework

A framework that specifies the following:

The DEQ develops trading frameworks but has not
completed a framework that specifies credit
verification and monitoring requirements.

 Which pollutants can be traded
 Where trades can occur
 Trading ratios
 Localized impacts of trading
 Verification and monitoring of credits
 Overall water quality conditions

The DEQ estimates that developing a trading
framework will cost $45,000–$50,000.

A framework that describes the function of
any third-party entity who brokers the
transaction of money for credit buyers and
sellers.
Mechanisms
to facilitate
trading

Pollutant discharge permits authorize
trading within an approved framework for a
watershed.
Permits must have provisions that
specifically allow for trading and should
clearly explain the responsibilities of credit
producers and credit buyers.

Idaho does not yet write discharge permits and will
have to rely on the EPA for trading provisions.

TMDLs authorizing trading must first be
completed for trading to occur on an
impaired water body.
The DEQ’s pollutant trading guidance
indicates pollutant credits can only be
produced and sold when the pollutant
reduction is beyond the requirements
defined in TMDLs or the discharge permit
load requirements.

TMDLs are developed for the watershed and are
needed only when a water body is impaired. To enable
trading, the DEQ needs to add trading language to
future TMDLs and update existing TMDLs, if
necessary.

EPA approval

The EPA must approve (1) trading
frameworks by watershed, (2) trading
provisions spelled out in pollutant
discharge permits, and (3) language added
to TMDLs.

The EPA maintains more oversight in Idaho than in
most other states because it issues pollutant
discharge permits. However, in 2014 the Legislature
directed the DEQ to begin taking over the discharge
permit program.

Voluntary
participation

The statewide trading guidance developed
by the DEQ clearly states that pollutant
trading is voluntary. Parties trade when
both are better off because of the trade.

Although support for trading has been mixed, a
diverse range of stakeholders have voiced their
support and desire to engage in trading.

TMDL

The only permits that have trading provisions are
general permits for aquaculture facilities.

The TMDL under development on the lower Boise
River incorporates language that supports trading
programs. Several completed TMDLs have or are
incorporating trading language.
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The department
is in the process
of updating its
statewide
trading
guidance.

Progress on water quality trading preconditions
Over the past two years, the Idaho Department of Environmental
Quality has participated with regional partners (Oregon DEQ,
Washington Department of Ecology, and US EPA Region 10) to
develop a set of regional recommendations for water quality
trading. The department is in the process of updating its
statewide guidance to reflect these regional recommendations
and anticipates the document will go for public comment in
March 2016 with completion of the final guidance in June 2016.
In December 2015, the EPA approved the Lower Boise TMDLs
which opens the door to begin formal trading in the watershed.
The department will revise its existing Lower Boise River trading
framework to reflect these new TMDLs and to reflect the new
regional recommendations on trading.

In December
2015, the EPA
approved the
Lower Boise
TMDLs which
opens the door to
begin formal
trading in the
watershed.

Although the statewide guidance is not yet complete, the
department does not intend to delay the Lower Boise framework
revision. Revisions to this framework will help guide efforts with
the statewide guidance.
Willamette Partnership will help facilitate Lower Boise
framework revisions with a technical committee from the Lower
Boise Watershed Advisory Group (WAG), a process approved by
the WAG at its January 2016 meeting. This process is a necessary
step before phosphorus trading can begin for the Lower Boise
River. Willamette Partnership has provided substantial

Photo courtesy of Richard D. Campbell
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information regarding updates of the Lower Boise framework.
Additionally, The Freshwater Trust under contract with the cities
has produced much needed technical details.
Closely related to water quality trading, Boise City has completed
the design of the Dixie Drain phosphorus removal facility. The
project is under construction and on schedule for a summer 2016
startup.

Dixie Drain
facility under
construction.

Dixie Drain site.
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We noted in our
2014 report that
Idaho was one of
four states that
had not taken
over at least a
portion of the
discharge permit
program.
The Idaho
Legislature
passed House
Bill 406 in 2014
to begin the
process of taking
over the
discharge permit
program.
Since the report,
the department
has been working
on significant
changes to
Idaho’s
discharge permit
program.
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Significant change underway
We did not evaluate or make recommendations about authorship
of national pollutant discharge elimination system permits in our
2014 report. However, discharge permits were an important
aspect of the discussion of both UAAs and water quality trading
in that report. Since the report, the department has been working
on significant changes to Idaho’s discharge permit program.
In our 2014 report, we noted that Idaho was one of four states
that had not taken over at least a portion of the discharge permit
program. However, in 2014 the Idaho Legislature passed House
Bill 406 to begin the process of taking over the discharge permit
program. The process will take several years to complete. After
the EPA determines that Idaho has the capacity to author its own
discharge permits, permit holders will work directly with the
department to obtain and renew discharge permits.
The department’s application for delegated authority is due to
the EPA by September 1, 2016. The department held eight
negotiated rulemaking meetings between December 2014 and
July 2015. The proposed rule was published September 2, 2015,
for a 30-day public comment period. The Idaho Board of
Environmental Quality adopted the proposed rule on November
18, 2015, and the pending rule was approved by the department’s
germane committees during the 2016 legislative session. A
concurrent resolution is still needed for this pending rule to
become effective.
The department is working to develop guidance documents, a
data management system, and the required program description.
The department is also working on agreements with key agencies
including the EPA and the Idaho State Department of
Agriculture. An additional agreement with the Idaho Department
of Water Resources may be developed in the future.
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